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Preface

We are delighted that you have chosen a product from LINAK A/S. LINAK 
systems are high-tech products based on many years of experience in the 
manufacture and development of actuators, electronic control boxes, con-
trols and chargers. We are also constantly improving our products to meet 
customer requirements.

This User Manual will tell you how to install, use and maintain your LINAK 
DESKLINE® products.

We are sure that the DESKLINE products will give you many years of prob-
lem-free operation. Before our products leave the factory they undergo full 
function and quality testing. Should you nevertheless experience problems 
with your systems, you are always welcome to contact our service depart-
ments or service centres. 

LINAK subsidiaries and distributors all over the world have authorised service 
centres, which are always ready to help you.

LINAK provides a warranty on all its products. This warranty, however, is sub-
ject to correct use in accordance with the specifi cations, maintenance being 
done correctly and any repairs being carried out at a service centre, which is 
authorised to repair LINAK products.

Changes in installation and use of LINAK systems can affect their operation 
and durability. Changes must therefore only be made by agreement with 
LINAK A/S and are made at your own risk.

LINAK A/S
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Safety instructions

Safe use of the system is possible only when the operating instructions are 
read completely and the instructions contained are strictly observed.

Failure to comply with instructions marked with the ”NOTE” symbol may 
result in serious damage to the system or one of its components.

It is important for everyone who is to connect, install or use the systems 
to have the necessary information and access to this User Manual.

If there is visible damage on the product it must not be installed.

Before installation, de-installation or troubleshooting
• Stop the DB4/DL4
• Switch off the power supply and pull out the mains plug.
• Relieve the DB4/DL4 of any loads, which may be released during the work.

Before start-up:
• Make sure that the system has been installed as instructed in this User 
 Manual.
• Make sure that the voltage at the control box is correct before the system 
 is connected to the mains.
• System connection. The individual parts must be connected before the 
 control box is connected to the mains. See the User Manual for LINAK 
 actuators, if necessary.

During operation:
• If the control box makes unusual noises or smells switch off the mains 
 voltage immediately.
• Take care that the cables are not damaged.
• Unplug the mains cable on mobile equipment before it is moved.
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Repairs

In order to avoid the risk of malfunction, all DESKLINE® repairs must only be 
carried out by authorised LINAK workshops or repairers, as special tools must 
be used and special gaskets must be fi tted. Lifting units under warranty must 
also be returned to authorised LINAK workshops. 

Warning!
If any of the DESKLINE® products are opened, there will be a risk of 
subsequent malfunction.

Warning!
The DESKLINE® systems do not withstand to cutting oil.

Manufacturer's declaration
Implementation with regard to the Community

legislation on machinery

Directive 98/37/EC attachment II B:

LINAK A/S, subsidiaries or representatives,

(see back cover)

prohibit that actuators are put into service

until the machinery into which the actuator is to be 

incorporated has been declared in conformity with 

the provisions of all relevant Directives.

Bent Jensen

LINAK A/S
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Misc. on the DESKLINE® DESKPOWER system

Warranty
There is an 36 months’ warranty on the DESKLINE products DB4/DL4, CBD4/
CBD5, DP and DPA against manufacturing faults calculated from the produc-
tion date of the individual products (see label). LINAK A/S’ warranty is only 
valid in so far as the equipment has been used and maintained correctly and 
has not been tampered with. Furthermore the system must not be exposed 
to violent treatment. In the event of this, the warranty will be ineffective/
invalid. For further details, please see LINAK A/S ordinary conditions of sale.

Maintenance
Clean dust and dirt on the outside of the system, at appropriate intervals and 
inspect them for damage and breaks.
Inspect the connections, cables and plugs and check for correct functioning 
as well as fi xing points. 

 The cleaners and disinfectants must not be highly alkaline or acidic 
 (pH value 6-8).
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Description of the DESKLINE® DESKPOWER system

Each DESKLINE® DESKPOWER actuator/column is equipped with a motor and 
parallel/memory drive is ensured by means of software in the CBD4/CBD5  
that also takes account of oblique load on the desk. Soft start and stop are 
also part of this software, which ensures a soft start and stop when adjusting 
the desk.

Application of the DESKLINE® DESKPOWER system:
Irrespective of the load the duty cycle 10% ~ 6 min./ hour or max. 2 min. at 
continuous use stated in the data sheets, must NOT be exceeded as this will 
result in a superheating of the motor and control box. Exceeding the duty 
cycle will result in a dramatic reduction of the life of the system.

The DESKPOWER system range contains following products:

• 1 control box CBD4/CBD5  
• DB4 or DL4 (1 - 4) 
• 1 exchangeable mains cable
• motor cables (1 - 4)
• 1 DP1U (if memory function is required) DP1C/WDPL (if memory function  
 and display is required) or 1 DPA/DP1K (Desk Panel without memory) 
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Mounting guidelines for the DESKPOWER DB4 system

Figure 3
(DB4 fi xing points)

The guidances must be secured against rotation. 

The DB4 must not be activated when it is not mounted in guidance due 
to the risk of squeezing.

Sliding point in the inner profi le

Must be fi xed in the bottom plate

Must be fi xed in the top plate

Sliding point in the inner profi le

Must be connected to into 
the middle profi l

For detailled information on how to mount the DB4 please contact LINAK.
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LINAK recommends that the DESKLINE® DB4 system should be used in 
push applications.

Placement of a monitor directly above the columns may cause malfunc-
tion of the monitor. Magnets inside the motor may interrupt the pic-
ture on the monitor depending on the distance and type of monitor. 

We recommend to mount DB4 so that the upper rail is fastened to the 
side with the highest moment load.

Figure 4
(Example of how to mount the DB4 system)

The side with the highest moment

Fixing point 
upper rail

• Side slides must be adapted so that DB4 is parallel with the profi les and so 
 that there is an easy slide fi t between DB4 and the inner profi le
• Bugs must be twisted opposite each other in an angle of approx. 80% 
• The friction in the guidance must be max. 150-200 N
• The weight of the top frame + the desktop must be larger than the total 
 friction in the guidances
• Fastening of DB4 in the middle profi le must be strong enough to manage 
 the maximum friction on the middle profi le
• Customer guidances must be built into the desk with regard to conditions 
 described in the DL4 section
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Mounting guidelines for the DESKPOWER DL4 system

Figure 2

Table top
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Figure 1

Screw length
Min. B + 10 mm
Max. B + 15 mm

B

The mounting of the bottom part is analogue to the toppart shown in 
Figure 1.

A suitable desk height in the lowest position can be obtained by mounting 
the lifting unit on a 6-8 mm bottom plate by means of 4 pcs. of M6 coun-
tersinked screws. We recommend you to use screws of min. quality 8.8. The 
thrust moment must not exceed 10 Nm in the top and bottom plate thread.

The mounting bracket for the crossbar is mounted on the largest profi le. The 
cable is led out at the top of the small profi le. This means that the column 
must always be mounted with the largest profi le downwards.
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LINAK recommends that the DESKLINE® DESKPOWER DL4 system 
should be used in push applications.

Placement of a monitor directly above the motor may cause malfunc-
tion of the monitor. Magnets inside the motor may interrupt the pic-
ture on the monitor depending on the distance and type of monitor. 
If this is the case the problem may be solved by placing an iron plate/
tube or another magnetic material, some what larger than the profi l 
between the motor and the tabletop.

The mounting screws on the DP or DPA must be fastened with a max. 
torque of 1 Nm.

Figure 3
(Example of how to mount a 2 parallel DESKLINE® 

DESKPOWER DB4/DL4 system)
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When designing the desk/top frame and placing the control box you 
have to choose a design/a placement that ensures there is no risk of 
squeezing at the crossbar.

The DL4 is mounted with a conical dovetail bracket (female). On the 
crossbar the counterpart of this bracket must be mounted (male). This 
bracket can be ordered at LINAK. 
When mounting the bracket onto the crossbar you must be careful to 
mount the brackets perpendicular to the crossbar and that the centre 
distance of the bracket fi ts exactly with the centre distance of the legs 
in the top frame bore of the desk (oblong holes in the top frame gives 
adjustable centre distance). 
When the crossbar is mounted onto the legs it must be tightly fi xed 
with a plastic hammer to obtain the maximum stability. 
The bracket has to be fully welded in both ends not through the holes 
in the bracket (the bracket will bend). Do not mount extra brackets in 
a way that deforms the profi les.

The CBD must not be packed in heat insulating material, but must be placed 
so that it can emit waste heat into the surroundings. There are no ventilation 
holes to consider, the CBD emits heat through the surface.
The plug must be visable when the CBD is mounted so that the supply to the 
CBD can be disconnected at replacement, if any.
The mounting screws on the control box must be fastened with a max. torque 
of 1 Nm.
The mounting surface to which the control box is attached should have a 
surface evenness of better than ± 0.5 mm.

Mounting guidelines CBD4/CBD5

The control box is to be fastened with 4 screws (3 screws for CBD5) with a 
head diameter between ø 8 and ø 10 mm. Out of regard for the tension sur-
face ø 10 mm is preferable. See drawing appendix for placing of mounting 
holes and the space the CBD takes up.

CBD4 - Control box CBD5 - Control box
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Operation of the DP

The Desk Panel is used to operate the DESKLINE® system. The DP is avail-
able in 3 versions DPXK/DPA for single/parallel drive without memory and 
DP1U for single/ parallel drive with memory (3 memory positions). The two 
arrow buttons are used for single/ parallel drive and the last four buttons for 
memory drive.

Single/parallel drive 

The arrow buttons start the DL4/DB4. The function is only activated when 
holding down the button. 

Memory drive

Memory 1, 2 and 3 start a memory drive, the channel(s) drive to a prepro-
grammed position. 

  Desk up

  Desk down

  Memory 1

 Memory 2

 Memory 3

 Store memory

1

2

3

1 2

DP1U - Desk Panel

DP1K - Desk Panel

21
3 S

Store memory

 Push 
 Within two sec. push either        ,        or

S

S
1 2

3

S

3
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Description
The DP1C is equipped with display and memory and is compatible with CBD4 
(Advanced, software 077402 ver. 1.66). The DP1 is only available as a 1-chan-
nel version for operation of the parallel channels up and down. The actual 
height of the desk is shown in the display. The display is of the LED type with 
a yellow light and 10 mm high digits.

Normal operation:
To run the table up or down, press the UP or DOWN button, and keep it 
pressed until the table reaches the desired height. The display will count up 
or down while running, and after stop it will continually show the current 
height of the table. 

Changing between cm and inches: 
Keep the S button pressed for 3 sec. and the reading will change from the 
current setting. The default setting is inches. 
Store a memory position: 

Press the “store” button the display will fl ash “S” for 3 sec. Within the 3 sec. 
press memory button 1, 2 or 3. The display will acknowledge by showing S1, 
S2 or S3 for 1 sec. To abort a store sequence press the UP or DOWN button 
while the “S” is fl ashing, or wait the 3 sec. until the display automatically 
returns to show the height of the table.

Drive to a stored position:
Press memory button 1, 2 or 3. The display will fl ash “GO1”, “GO2” or “GO3” 
for 3 sec. Within the 3 sec. press the UP or DOWN button and keep it pressed 
until the table stops in the stored position. Both the Up and the Down button 
will activate memory drive. Although e.g. the memory position is higher than 
the actual height, it will drive upwards when you press the Down button. 

  Desk up

  Desk down

  Memory 1

 Memory 2

 Memory 3

 Store memory

1

2

3

S

Operation of the DP1C
DP1C can not be used on CBD4 with mains cut-off.
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Operation of the WDPL

The batteries:
Wired WDPL: Install 3 x 1.5 V batteries type AA. The batteries are used  
 as a backup of the clock function if the CBD is disconnected
 from the mains. 

Figure 9

WDPL:

+
+-

-

Drive to a stored position:
While running to a memory position the display will show GO1, GO2 or 
GO3, and when it stops in the stored position, the height of the table will be 
shown. Releasing the UP or DOWN button will abort the memory drive. The 
display will show the height of the table. 

Adjust the display to show the correct height: 
It may be necessary to adjust the display due to different thicknesses of table-
tops etc, when the DP is delivered from the factory. The DP will show 62 cm 
or 24.5 inches (default setting) height of the table. At the same time press 
the “Store” button and step UP or DOWN, until the display shows the correct 
height.

continued....

Following errors can be displayed. Errors only displayed when a key is 
pressed.

Error no. Description

E01 The desk have unknown position and need to be initialized.

E02 Overload upwards has occurred.

E03 Overload downwards has occurred.

E16 Illegal keys pressed.



The cable from the WDPL is connected to the control box under your table:

Figure 11

Control box WDPL

WDPL fi tting
for desk

Display layout - WDPL:
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When the batteries are mounted the display will show the clock function in 
hh:mm. The clock has to be adjusted. See adjusting the clock on page 19.

The WDPL will also work without batteries because it will be powered by the 
control box.
The WDPL will also work on a CBD4/CBD5 with mains cut off. The clock will 
only be shown if you have battery back-up.
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Calibrating the WDPL

For the WDPL to function correctly you have to calibrate your system.
This has to be done before using the WDPL. You only have to do this once.

If the buttons are not activated for 15 sec. the clock function will appear in 
the display.
It is not necessary to repeat calibration when changing batteries.

 

2. Measure the height from desk to fl oor.
 If only one desk is connected, - go to point 4.

3. Press           and then press           ,             or            to select desk. 
 If only one desk is connected it is not possible to select Desk ll or lll.

4. Press and hold           and then press or to adjust the 

 height in the display.  
 Example:
 The display will switch from e.g. 68 to 69, 70, 71 etc. when

        is pressed and held and then           is pressed.

 and e.g. 68 to 67, 66 etc. when           is pressed and held and then is
 pressed.

5. When the wanted height is shown in the display press and hold  

 and then           . The reference height of the desk will now be stored in the 

 control box.

 When the reference height is stored the digits will be switched off for 1 sec. 
 and back on again.       

Display view:Action:

1. Switch between [cm] and [inch]. Press and hold and then press 

Desk I User  I  

. "

Desk I User I  

Desk I User I  

Store

Store User

Desk l ll lll

Store v

v

Store

v

Store v

Store

Desk

Desk I User I  
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Adjusting the clock

The clock is now activated.

 

1. Press the “clock button” using a ball pen.
 24hr mode (European time mode) is default - can be changed to 12hr mode 
 (US time mode)
  
 Changing time mode:

 Press            or

 
 
 (Press the “clock button” again to confi rm “time mode” using a ball pen) 

2. Press           or          to adjust “hh”

3. Press the “clock button” again to confi rm “hh”.

4. Press           or           to adjust “mm”

5. Press the clock button again to confi rm “mm” 

Display view:Action:

Flashing 

Flashing 

hh is fl ashing 

 Switches to PM if hh > 11

mm is fl ashing 

Example:

..

..

..

..

vv

vv

vv

PM

PM

PM

AM

PM
AM
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Store a memory position

3 users can store 3 memory posistions each. The connected desks (max. 3) are 
to be adjusted individually - one at a time.

Quick setup:
On the back of the WDP you will fi nd a quick guide for storing a memory 
position.

The position is now stored in the control box.
To store a new memory position on the same desk go through points 3 to 6 
again.

If the buttons are not activated for 15 sec. the clock function will appear in 
the display.

If only one desk is connected, - go to point 4.

1. Press  

2. Press             ,          or           until the wanted desk is shown in the display.

3. Press   

4. Press            ,          or            until the wanted user is shown in the display

5. Press           or until the wanted height is obtained.

6. Press             and then           ,            or

Display view:Action:

Flashing

Flashing

Example:

llllllStore

vv

llllll

User

llllll

Desk

Desk I User I Position II

Store

Desk I User I

Desk I User I

Desk I User I

➙

➙
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Switch to a stored memory position

Quick setup:
On the back of the WDP you will fi nd a quick guide for storing a memory 
position.

1. Press            

2. Press           ,        or        until the wanted user is shown in the display

3. Press and hold            ,             or           untill all desks have reached their

 memory position.

 
  
 The display will show the height of the moving desk for about 15. sec.

Display view:Action:

Position l is fl ashing - 
digits counting from 
117 to 88. When the desk 
has reached the new height 
position l  it will stop fl ashing.

Example:

User

l ll lll

l ll lll

Desk I User  III  

Desk I User  III Position I

➙

Flashing

If the buttons are not activated for 15 sec. the clock function will appear in 
the display.
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Troubleshooting:

At errors the error code appears from the display - The “error” segment 
fl ashes (1 Hz).

E-02

E-03

E-01 Position lost Initialise
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Figure 7

Electrical connection of the DB4/DL4 system:

The DESKPOWER systems is to be connected as shown on fi gure 7. Each DB4/
DL4 is to be connected to the sockets on the control box by means of the 
motor cables, which have an 6-pin plug in each end. 

Finally the mains cable is to be mounted and power switched on.  
Please note that the control box must only be connected to the voltage 
stated on the label.

Mains cable

DL/DB

The cable can both be placed to
the left or right on the DL4

Hook for cable relief

Control/
dongle
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Initialization of the DESKLINE DB4/DL4 parallel systems

The DESKPOWER system is intialized by pressing the down button once or 
twice and holding it down until DB4/DL4 runs into end stop, it will then auto-
matically run approx. 5 mm out again hereafter slowly running in again. Only 
release the down button when the movement has completely stopped. 

If the button is released before the sequence is complete then the ini-
tialization is interuppted and must be started again from the begin-
ning.

It is sometimes necessary to press the down button twice to start the initializa-
tion, this is because the system can be in different modes when the initializa-
tion starts. There will be a 1.25 sec. delay. If an error situation occurs at the 
end stop positions or DB4/DL4 are changed to another stroke length, then 
CBD4/CBD5 has to be initialized again.

The fi rst two times the system run into the outwards end stop, it will auto-
matically run approx. 3 mm back in inward direction.

Approx. 5 mm
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Anti-Collision™ (only for DL4 + DL6)
The function anti-collision is a new option for the standard CBD4/CBD5 
advanced/ control box software version 1.66 and later. A system with anti-
collision can limit material damages on a desk if a collision with a solid 
object should occur. 

Enabling the anti-collision 
To enable the anti-collision function a little plug called a dongle must be 
mounted in one of the 2 control ports. The function is only active when the 
dongle is mounted. –If you remove the dongle again you disable the func-
tion. 

Method of operation 
When the DL/DB’s are running the CBD4/CBD5 monitors the current con-
sumption on each channel using a special algorithm. If the current consump-
tion on one channel is increased more than a predefi ned slope a collision is 
assumed and all channels are stopped immediately and all DL/DB’s will start 
to run in the opposite direction (approx. 50 mm). This return drive is done 
automatically and continues with or without any control key pressed (for 
max. 2.5 sec.). 

The anti-collision sensitivity is different in up and downwards direction. Up-
wards the force is approx. 20 kg. Downwards the load will be approx. 40 kg 
+ the load on the DL/DB (the desk + what is on top of the desk). The 40 kg 
are needed to activate the anti-collision function. 

Situations where the anti-collision does not work 
There are situations where the anti-collision will not be activated. These 
situations are: 
• If the collision happens during the initialisation phase 
• If the collision happens within the fi rst 1000msec or after the control
 button has been released 
• If the collision happens between the fl oor and the table and the load on  
 the desk + the weight of the legs are lower than 40 kg 
• If the collision happens over too long time, e.g. if the collision is with a 
 soft object 
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Labels for DL4, DP and WDP

Labels for CBD4 and CBD5

DPAK06-B

02 06 03

The label is printed 
directly on the DPA

Label for DPALabel for DB4
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DL4

DESKLINE® DESKPOWER DB4/DL4 System:

DRAWING APPENDIX
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DPA

55.5
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33.5

25.5
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DP1U Desk Panel

1 2 3 S

DP1C Desk Panel
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Ø8.5

DP Desk Panel
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CBD4

3 2 1 B

AC

B4
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CBD5
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WDP fi tting for desk:

110
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WDP
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The user is responsible for determining the suitability 
of LINAK products for a specifi c application.

LINAK A/S takes great care in providing accurate and 
up-to-date information on its products. However, due 
to continuing developments in order to improve its 
products, LINAK products are subject to frequent modi-
fi cations and changes without prior notice. Therefore, 
LINAK cannot guarantee the correct and actual status 
of said information on its products. While LINAK uses 
its best efforts to fulfi l orders, LINAK cannot, for the 
same reasons as mentioned above, guarantee the 
availability of any particular product. Therefore, LINAK 
reserves the right to discontinue the sale of any prod-
uct displayed on its website or listed in its catalogues or 
other written material drawn up by LINAK.

All sales are subject to the Standard Terms of Sale and 
Delivery for LINAK A/S. For a copy hereof, please con-
tact LINAK.
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LINAK GmbH
Phone: +49 6043 9655 0
Fax: +49 6043 9655 60
E-mail: info@linak.de
www.linak.de

INDIA
LINAK A/S India Liaison Office
Phone: +91 80 2212 0015
Fax: +91 80 2207 2186
E-mail: info@linak.in
www.linak.in 

IRELAND
LINAK UK Limited
Phone: +44(0)121 544 2211
Fax: +44(0)121 544 2552 
E-mail: stephen@linak.co.uk
www.linak.co.uk

ITALY
LINAK ITALIA S.r.l.
Phone: +39 02 48 46 33 66
Fax: +39 02 48 46 82 52
E-mail: info@linak.it
www.linak.it

JAPAN
LINAK K.K.
Phone: 81 45 533 0802
Fax: 81 45 533 0803
E-mail: linak@linak.jp
www.linak.jp

MALAYSIA
LINAK A/S Asian Representative Office
Phone: +60 4 210 6500
Fax: +60 4 226 8901
E-mail: info@linak-asia.com
www.linak-asia.com

NETHERLANDS
LINAK Actuator-Systems B.V.
Phone: +31 76 5 42 44 40
Fax: +31 76 5 42 61 10
E-mail: info@linak.nl
www.linak.nl

NEW ZEALAND
LINAK New Zealand Ltd.
Phone: 0064 9272 4411
Fax: 0064 9272 4477
E-mail: nzsales@linak.com.au
www.linak.co.nz

NORWAY
LINAK Norge AS
Phone: +47 32 82 90 90
Fax: +47 32 82 90 98
E-mail: info@linak.no
www.linak.no

POLAND
LINAK Poland
Phone: +48 32 246 08 08/09
Fax: +48 32 247 19 77 
E-mail: wsb@linak.pl
www.linak.pl

SPAIN
LINAK Actuadores S.L.
Phone: +34 93 588 27 77
Fax: +34 93 588 27 85
E-mail: linakact@linak.es
www.linak.es

SWEDEN
LINAK Scandinavia AB
Phone: +46 8 732 20 00
Fax: +46 8 732 20 50
E-mail: info@linak.se
www.linak.se

SWITZERLAND
LINAK AG
Phone: +41 43 388 31 88
Fax: +41 43 388 31 87
E-mail: info@linak.ch
www.linak.ch

TAIWAN
LINAK A/S Taiwan Representative Office
Phone: +886 2 2713 2007
Fax: +886 2 2718 2141
E-mail: info@linak.com.tw
www.linak-asia.com 

TURKEY
LINAK A/S Turkey Representative Office
Phone: +90 312 4726338 - 59
Fax: +90 312 4726635
E-mail: voz@linak.com.tr
www.linak.com.tr 

UNITED KINGDOM
LINAK UK Limited
Phone: +44(0)121 544 2211
Fax: +44(0)121 544 2552 
E-mail: sales@linak.co.uk
www.linak.co.uk

DISTRIBUTORS
ARGENTINA
NOVOTEC ARGENTINA SRL
Phone: +[54] (11) 4303 - 8900/89
Fax: +[54] (11) 4032 - 0184
E-mail: info@novotecargentina.com
www.novotecargentina.com 

INDONESIA 
PT. HIMALAYA EVEREST JAYA
Phone: +6 221 544 8956 / 65
Fax: +6 221 619 4658 / 1925
E-mail: hejplastic-div@centrin.net.id

ISRAEL 
Elsar Ltd.
Phone: +972 3 6438 490
Fax: +972 3 6438 574
E-mail: info@elsar.com
www.linak.co.il 
 
RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
000 FAM
Phone: +7 812 3319333
Fax: +7 812 3271454
E-mail: purchase@fam-drive.ru
www.fam-drive.ru   

SINGAPORE 
SERVO DYNAMICS PTE.Ltd.
Phone: +65 6844 0288
Fax: +65 6844 0070
E-mail: servodynamics@servo.com.sg
www.servo.com.sg 

SOUTH KOREA 
UNITEK ENG.
Phone: +82 2 567 0888
Fax: +82 2 3453 1177
E-mail: unitekeng@unitekeng.co.kr 
www.unitekeng.co.kr  
 
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
Hydrolink
Phone: +971 6 528 0801
Fax: +971 6 528 0830
E-mail: hydrolnk@emirates.net.ae 
www.hydrolinkuae.com


